PUBLIC HEARING – MARCH 2, 2010

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE ONONDAGA COUNTY HARBOR BROOK,
CSO IMPROVEMENTS

IN ATTENDANCE: Legislators Lesniak, Dougherty, Meyer, Tassone, Rapp, Buckel,
Corbett, Stanczyk, Holmquist, Kilmartin, DeMore, Warner, Jordan, Kinne, Masterpole,
Williams, Ervin, Rhinehart

Chairman Rhinehart called the 2:25 p.m. public hearing to order at 2:27 p.m.

The Clerk read the notice of public hearing and noted that proofs of publication were on
file.

There being no speakers, Chairman Rhinehart closed the hearing at 2:28 p.m.

Respectfully submitted

[Signature]

DEBORAH L. MATURO, Clerk
Onondaga County Legislature